
30-60 carbon targets provide new opportunities for China's 
pumped storage development

With the large-scale development of wind power and solar PV, the government proposes to build a new-type power 
system with new energy as the main body. Among the flexible green resources of the power system, pumped storage 
has the advantage of maturity in technology, is economically optimal, and has the greatest potential for large-scale 
development. The development of the pumped storage industry will be accelerated in an all-around way starting from 
the 14th Five-Year Plan period (2021-2025).

In 2021, the growth rate of the newly installed capacity of pumped storage nationwide reached 16.5%, which is 10.1 
percentage points higher than the average annual growth rate of the 13th Five-Year Plan period (2016-2020). The total 
installed capacity of pumped storage reached 36.7 GW, accounting for 1.6% of the national total installed capacity and 
3.3% of the installed capacity of non-fossil energy power sources. Among them, more than 70% of the installed 
pumped storage capacity is located in central, eastern, and southern regions, of which Guangdong and Zhejiang 
together account for 37.1 percentage points.4

In the meantime, the National Energy Administration (NEA) launched a new round of site selection for pumped storage 
projects and based on this, proposed the installation targets for 2025 and 2030, as well as a list of medium and long-
term project development. The pricing department of the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) has 
also further improved the price mechanism for pumped storage to make full preparations for it to participate in the 
power market.
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China built the country's first pumped storage power station in 1968. Later in the 1980s, the government regarded 
pumped storage as an important peak-shaving resource for nuclear power plants, so it focused on building pumped 
storage power stations in coastal provinces such as Guangdong and Zhejiang. In 2004, the NDRC made it clear that 
power grid enterprises would be responsible for the construction and management of pumped storage projects, and 
State Grid and China Southern Power Grid established particular enterprises for this purpose. Since then, to meet the 
needs of peak shaving and renewable energy development, the NEA launched the first round of national site selection 
for pumped storage projects in 2009, and proposed the goal of total pumped storage installed capacity exceeding 110 
GW by 2020. However, the development speed is much lower than expected due to the lack of effective competition 
and the imperfect price mechanism. By 2020, the total installed capacity was less than 1/3 of the planning target.5

According to the results of a new round of pumped storage site selection in 2021, the resources of pumped storage 
projects across the country exceed 1,600 GW, while the proportions of projects built and under construction by 2021 
were only 2.3% (37 GW) and 3.8% (62 GW), respectively, showing huge potential in development.6 To promote the 
medium and long-term development of pumped storage in an orderly manner, in September 2021, the NEA issued the 
Medium and Long-term Development Plan for Pumped Storage (2021-2035). By comprehensively considering resources, 
environment, and technical conditions, the government included 726 GW of resources and listed specific projects. 
Among them, 421 GW of projects have already met the construction conditions and will focus on promoting 
development in the next 15 years; 305 GW of projects still need to reach the ecological environment standards and are 
listed as reserve projects. The document also proposes installation targets for 2025 and 2030.7

The development of pumped storage in China has a history of more than 50 years

From 2021 to October 2022, the government approved a total of 45 GW of pumped storage projects (14 GW in 2021 
and 31 GW in 2022), which exceeded the total installed capacity in 2021.8 Central China and eastern China are still the 
key areas for pumped storage development in the next few years. The “Three Norths” development pace will also be 
accelerated, accounting for 44.4% of the projects under construction in 20219. At the same time, the development of 
pumped storage in the south has slowed down, and the concentration of project development will shift to the 
southwest region.

The project development has shifted from east to west, and diversified 
application scenarios have been built

This series of changes is mainly due to the government's policy to plan and develop nine onshore clean energy bases 
during the 14th Five-Year Plan period.10 Northwestern regions will develop large-scale wind power and solar PV bases 
with deserts and Gobi as key areas, and will use pumped storage as one of the important peak-shaving resources; 
southwestern will build new large-scale hydro-wind-solar-storage integrated bases, aiming to make full use of the local 
endowed hydropower resources. The demand for pumped storage projects due to the construction of clean energy 
bases has become increasingly prominent. In addition, according to the requirements of the 14th Five-Year Plan for 

Renewable Energy Development, the central, eastern, and southern regions will carry out demonstration pilots of 
distributed small and medium-sized pumped storage projects in the future.11 

By 2025, the total installed capacity of pumped storage will double to 
62 GW compared to 2020, and double again to about 120 GW by 2030.

Fully accelerating the construction of new projects in the next ten years, and 
establishing the medium and long-term development goals for 2035

Based on the traditional pumped-storage power station model, a multi-type and multi-scenario pumped storage 
application pattern will gradually emerge in the 14th Five-Year Plan period, including hydro-wind-solar-storage 
integration, supporting pumped storage for wind power and solar PV bases, distributed pumped storage power station, 
etc.
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In May 2021, the NDRC issued the Opinions on Further Improving the Pricing Mechanism for Pumped Storage (hereinafter 
referred to as Document No. 633) 13, which optimised the pricing mechanism for pumped storage and provided a strong 
guarantee for the economics of the project.

Document No. 633 issued in 2021 once again emphasised that starting from 2023, all pumped storage projects will 
implement a dual tariff mechanism, and the capacity tariff will be recovered through grid companies' transmission and 
distribution tariff. The document clarified the cost recovery mechanism for capacity tariffs and stabilised enterprises’ 
confidence in developing pumped storage projects. The specific content of Document No. 633 is shown in the table 
below.

An Independent price policy is established to increase revenue through 
the power market potentially 12

The capacity of pumped storage projects under construction (left) and medium and long-term planned 
capacity (right) by grid area in 2021
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In 2014, the central government made it clear for the first time that the pumped storage power station implements a 
dual tariff mechanism, which includes two parts: capacity tariff and electricity tariff. Grid enterprises can recover these 
costs through electricity sales. After starting a new round of power system reform in 2015, the government stipulated 
that capacity tariffs are no longer counted as grid costs, which means that grid enterprises cannot recover the cost of 
capacity tariffs through electricity sales. This move aims to promote pumped storage projects to increase the 
proportion of electricity tariff income by participating in power market transactions. However, due to the immature 
construction of the power market, pumped storage projects cannot obtain sufficient profits by charging electricity 
tariffs. This has directly led to a significant reduction in investment enthusiasm for the pumped storage industry.







In areas without a spot power market, the power generation income (electricity tariff) of pumped storage power 
plants is the same as the water pumping fee. Therefore, the capacity tariff is the primary source of income. Document 

No. 633 clarifies the verification method of capacity tariff (IRR=6.5%) and the cost recovery mechanism (transmission 
and distribution tariff), ensuring that pumped storage projects can obtain stable income every year. The IRR of 6.5% 
also makes pumped storage attractive for investment, encouraging power generation enterprises to participate in 
project development actively. They currently account for 15% of the capacity in operation and under construction.

In areas with a spot power market, the proportion of electricity tariff revenue will continue to expand, and the demand 
for capacity tariff will gradually decrease. The on-grid tariff and the water pumping price will be settled according to 
the spot market price and rules. When the peak-to-valley price difference is higher than 25% (i.e., the on-grid tariff is 
25% higher than the water pumping price), the pumped storage project can obtain additional income. At the same 
time, each project can directly retain 20% of the electricity market revenue every year, and the income is further 
guaranteed. After the construction and operation of the spot power market gradually matures and stabilises, 
pumped storage projects can also obtain revenue by participating in the ancillary service market, and the demand for 
capacity tariffs will gradually decrease.
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